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MATHEW KNEEBONE, Auras, August 2017
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LYDIA DEBEER, Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder, Haught, August 2017

LYDIA DEBEER, Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder, 25, August 2017

BEN THORP BROWN, Toymakers, August 2017

QUENTON MILLER, Here I Am, Writing You A Letter, August 2017

KAREL MARTENS, Motion, A4 wallpaper, August 2017
QUENTON MILLER, Here I Am, Writing You A Letter, August 2017
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MICHIEL DE CLEENE, Transitory Nature, Low Pressure Sodium Light, September 2017
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PA R A LL EL PRO JEC T IONS
PR EM K RISHN A MURT H Y

How can you tell the story of a space?
There are the less and more obvious
modes: an oral history with its participants, an exhibition of archival documentation and ephemeral materials,
a printed catalogue listing all programs,
a hagiographic text focused on the
major highlights, etc. Each form has its
value, particularly from the perspective of institutionalization—seeking to
legitimize a certain kind of practice,
trying to rewrite history to make it seem
smoother, more narrative, more strategic. For, from the perspective of later
audiences (including but not limited
to: funding bodies; future employers;
other, larger institutions; professional
colleagues; family members who just
don’t understand; children and other
descendents), this kind of coherence
and forethought may seem essential.
For them, the past was never anything
apart from intentional. Today, in the
eyes of many would-be exhibitionmakers, designers, and artists (or even
just folks messing around with forms),
spaces in between, where things cannot
be explained in a neat and tidy way,
simply do not exist.
This text exists, necessarily, in fragments. It’s neither a history of my own
space, P! (which operated on Broome
Street in New York City from 2012–2017),
nor an account of the ostensible subject
of this text, 019 (which was founded in
Ghent in 2014 and still exists). Yet at the

same time, it is perhaps both of these
things. I’d like to think that, much in the
spirit of both of these endeavors, it’s an
attempt to work through a set of questions in the open and perhaps formulate
some new questions along the way.
Let’s see if it works.
With a tip of my hat to my dear friend
and colleague Martin Beck, I'll start by
self-reflexively introducing the invitation, my initial (mis)understanding of it,
subsequent developments, and then its
eventual realignment.
It all begins with an email: 019’s
invitation to write a text for their
upcoming book. My immediate sense
of both pleasure and dread. I appreciate 019 and their “Museum of Moving
Practice” project very much, but how
can I possibily fit in a thoughtful, properly-researched essay about their work
with all of the commitments I already
have, including moving to Berlin and
opening a new exhibition space, amidst
other curatorial and design deadlines?
I ask them how much they can pay
me, which is, unsurprisingly, modest.
The calculus ends with me rejecting
the project, following my self-imposed
promise to say “no” to more things in
the coming year.
Which is followed by the insistence
of Valentijn, one of 019’s co-founders,
his flexibility to try to make the text
possible, his openness to my first suggestion of changing the format (into an

interview with him and other co-founders of the space, which seems easier
and more straightforward), to changing
the timing (i.e., giving me more of it!).
My reconsideration of my initial refusal,
and also the sense that I can learn
something from talking with 019.
A Skype interview is planned, performed, and recorded with Valentijn and
Tomas. It’s somewhat brusque, functional. I am constrained by many time
commitments. I try to be journalistic
and accomplish the interview efficiently.
The transcript comes back and it
doesn’t seem of great value to them, or
really, to anyone. They write that they
think it’s mostly on the surface, and
that, to be more interesting and worthy
of publishing, it might need another
interview for depth. Still exceptionally
busy, and now in the midst of professional and personal life changes, I sit
on the email for several weeks.
Valentijn nudges several times,
knowing that the initial (extended)
deadline draws near. I hesitate, delay,
procrastinate, and then finally read the
interview again—and recognize that
they’re right, it’s not very good. I failed
to ask even basic questions to get the
facts straight, e.g., who founded it,
when, where, etc. We would have to
conduct at least another interview over
email, if not several rounds, to create an
interesting and readable text.
I start to have an inkling that perhaps I should write something more
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speculative: a piece about why I first
agreed to do the piece, and what I have
projected from my own practice with
P! onto their space. That this might be
more compelling, and that I might actually learn more from it. And also, since
the publication has a more limited and
specific distribution than I’m sometimes
used to, I might have the opportunity to
experiment more.
I start to take notes for this direction
in a flurry. I propose to 019 that I could
either conduct another email interview, as previously discussed, or, as an
alternative, pursue a more exploratory,
fragmentary piece. I also tell them that,
even though I am personally more
excited about the second direction,
I don’t know if it's a good idea because
of the time constraints and work
involved. I propose that we skype.
Valentijn writes back that they are
interested in the second direction.
We skype very briefly. He tells me they
always thought of this text more as a
“commission,” an opportunity for me
to write something interesting to me,
rather than just as a way to describe
and memorialize their practice (as I had
initially assumed). He also says that they
might even be able to potentially extend
the deadline yet again, that having a
good piece is more important than the
timing. All very encouraging words, and
I start to get excited.
After less than 20 minutes of chatting, I have to leave for another meeting.
But the decision seems to have made
itself. Before I even step into the Berlin
S-Bahn, I’ve already started to type into
a new Google doc. The text starts with,
“How can you tell the story of a space?”

There’s a set of books on my new desk
in Berlin. Some of them are reminders
of other spaces—experimental venues
for art or culture that no longer exist, or
that now live on in another form entirely.
None of these art spaces were meant
to enjoy old age, necessarily, and many
never intended to become authoritative.
And yet here these objects are: records
of how a program may eventually
become history.
Each book has its own approach,
organization, and design. I had originally
intended to write a brief synopsis and critique of each, as a way to move forward
with my own thoughts about publishing
a history of P!, but that seems less urgent
now. Perhaps I’ll return to the topic later.
There’s another book, anyways, that
I far prefer to any of these: SONSBEEK
93, from the public exhibition curated
by Valerie Smith in the Dutch town of
Arnhem in 1993. Although it appears to
be a catalogue, it’s not actually about a
space or project that’s past, but rather
one that (within the temporality of the
book’s production) is still to come.
Normal, you might say smugly, for an
exhibition catalogue, which is usually
published before the exhibition has taken
place. And yet this one’s organized not
as a mere projection or encapsulation
(which all of those other books are, just
looking in the opposite direction), but
rather as a living document: a kind of
sketchbook for an exhibition-yet-tocome, it includes all of the curator’s field
notes of meetings with artists, commissions in progress, her (sometimes withering) curatorial critique and feedback
to artists, their proposals, writings, and
more. So, although it’s a past collection
of future-facing documents, it feels vital.
The design, by Wigger Bierma (who later
co-founded the Werkplaats Typografie,
also in Arnhem, NL—which is, coincidentally, also the space that connects me to
019), is cool, calm, conceptual—but also
masterful in using a minimum of means
to describe different textual voices and
modes of engagement. It’s plainspoken
yet adaptive.
In its curatorial, editorial, and design
approach, this book is not about a
finished project, it’s about how things
emerge. It’s tight in the right places,

while also loose (and candid) enough to
let you in. To employ a word that editor
Sina Najafi (my new office-mate in
Berlin, who is also connected to Valerie
Smith, as she herself is to my new space)
used when describing a recent event I
organized: the book is “porous”—open
enough to allow for feedback and
dialogue. If I’m ever writing a history of
my work or life, or projecting my notes
forward, I’d wish for the same.
It’s February 24, three days after
starting this piece. I’m on a plane back
to New York City and have to choose
a first song to listen to while writing.
2018’s writing needs a new vibe, so
I start with Tony Williams Lifetime’s
“Joy Filled Summer”—a bombastic
jazz-fusion track. Allan Holdsworth’s
guitar solo shredding through a bridge
is motivating.
Last year’s writing music was
different. It was marked by a single
album on repeat: Dysnomia by Dawn
of Midi, a nearly hour-long masterwork
of polyrhythmic acoustic music. It’s
something like a profound piece of
minimal techno produced only by bass,
drums, and prepared piano. I was lucky
to witness its genesis and development
over the course of several years, in live
concerts and private performances
that culminated in the album. Three
musicians of the highest calibre, working together to develop a seamless,
enveloping, continuous work of aural
choreography.
For more a year, I listened to the
album on endless repeat while writing.
Even though I may eventually have
tired of it, I realized that it became
a datum in my periapatetic working-writing life: a constant regardless
of whether I was writing at my desk,
in a foreign hotel, in my second (now
first) home in Berlin, on a plane, train,
or automobile. The music became my
audio working environment, particularly for the composition of P!DF.
If I understand correctly, the three
musicians who made Dysnomia are
barely friends anymore. Constructing
a complex, collaborative masterwork
together takes its toll.

Let’s start a table of my initial impressions around the similarities and differences between 019 and P!:
019			
P!
Spontaneous		
Strategic
Improvisatory		
Presentational
Youthful			Historically-grounded
Fast ’n’ loose		
Overly precise
Cheap			Expensive
Light			Weighty
Fun			Serious
Extensible		 Bounded
The list could go on, but the gist is
obvious: I project onto 019 everything
that I wish P! had been, I treat 019 as
the corrective to P!’s imagined failures. Of course, in reality, both 019
and P! probably contain aspects of
both columns. It’s just that later, you
remember something differently, once
it’s over and you’ve decided to move
in another direction.

Which is why I decided to write this
piece in the first place: because my first
encounter with 019 and their project
“Museum of Moving Practice” was so
interesting: odd, unresolved, and overlapping, yet still authorial. It seemed so
related to where I might hope to continue with my own future practice, that I
thought I should think more about them
in order to understand myself.
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I’ve always thought that it’s better to
let a space expire before it becomes
a zombie. Or at least let it change its
name, acknowledging that it's now a
new entity. The argument against this,
of course, is that organizations, like people, grow and change, even to the point
of being unrecognizable to themselves
later—but it’s still the same flesh, the
same person. Others would say the
opposite: each moment of consciousness represents an entirely different person, the narrative frame that
creates a sense of “self” is false and
misleading. This unresolved tension is
why some people keep notebooks or

conduct what’s known as “feedback
analysis” (writing self-reflectively
about key life decisions as you make
them): to be able to look back later and
compare what you originally set out to
do with where things ended up.
In September 2016, I was invited
to take part in a special forum at the
9th Gwangju Biennial called “To All
the Contributing Factors,” organized
by Binna Choi and Maria Lind. The
event included representatives of
some 100 small- to medium-scale arts
organizations. I was asked to facilitate
a workshop with several organizations
from Australia, New Zealand, Korea,

Every small- or medium-scale art institution must die
sometime. This inevitable end paves the way for others to
emerge in an increasingly overcrowded, underfunded, and
over-producing field. But with each disappearing artist-run
or alternative space, each mini-collapse or silent goodbye,
the discourse of exhibition-making loses another set of
unique memories and practices—even though they were
most likely insufficiently received and appreciated in their
own time, given the glut of contemporary arts programming coupled with a relative dearth of attentive publics.
To combat this ongoing forgetting, we propose the
Archives of Institutional Memory (AIM), a graveyard for
small- to medium-sized cultural spaces, which will contain
digital and physical archives including correspondence and
program documentation. At the same time, this graveyard
functions as a forward-looking seed bank, containing in its
material remnants exhaustive fodder for future generations
of experimental exhibition-makers.
AIM is located in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. Since
the publication of Nevil Shute’s 1957 novel, On the Beach,
Australia has occupied a particular place in the popular
imagination as one of the last areas that could survive a
global apocalypse of nuclear, military, or environmental
The text was fun to write, a mock
institutional tone for a modest proposal. It was also a tongue-in-cheek
swan song, since I had already planned
and announced the final year of P!
by that point. I remember dreaming,
hoping that someone might take P!’s
archive off my hands and allow me
to no longer worry about annoying
and costly questions of preservation.
Closing one thing cleanly allows you to
move on to the next.
Even though AIM never actually
existed, maybe this very text can be a
seed: someone else might read it and
make it real.
What’s the famous quote about a
famous band? That there were only 10
people at their first concert, but every
one of them started their own band?
I don’t remember who it was exactly,
and writing from a plane without internet, I don’t care to fact check it either.
This fragmentary “essay” has become
an opportunity to take a journey
through my old, unpublished, unpublishable writing. Perhaps this is another
kind of graveyard.

and Japan. It became a kind of intensive
group-therapy session about why our
organizations were founded and continued to exist. Based on our day-long discussion, I authored a text and speculative
proposal for an “institutional graveyard”
for independent art spaces. Emerging
out of our conversations, it was a free
pass for exhausted spaces to shut their
doors, yet still sleep well, knowing that
their legacy would be preserved.
Since it seems unlikely at this point
that the planned second volume of the
Biennial catalogue will ever be published, I’ll reproduce part of the text here:

nature. Australia’s relative geographic isolation has already
contributed to the evolution of unique species of animal
life and the mutation of digital memes through natural
selection. For AIM, this isolation serves a second purpose:
it ensures protection, safety, longevity, and remove, which
are essential for future contemplation and study.
Housed in the museum-grade, climate-controlled
building at the Institute of Modern Art (IMA), the Archives
of Institutional Memory (AIM) offers expiring small- to
medium-scale spaces a physical depository for their objects
and archives. Spaces of different sizes can be leased for an
affordable fee over a long term. These fees help contribute
to the IMA’s operating budget and ensure its ability to preserve its peers’ memories in the long term.
AIM also offers named donor opportunities for funding
these archival plots. This is the perfect way for larger-scale
and better-funded global institutions, organizations, and
individuals to acknowledge and help repay the debt they
owe to smaller spaces. By taking risks, investing sweat
equity, and embracing precariousness, these spaces are
essential for supporting artistic research, nurturing nascent
discourses and markets, and greasing the wheels of contemporary art—even after they close.

2016 in particular was a year when
I resolved to write more—lot of texts,
fragments, and attempts. I said yes to
nearly every invitation to write, however
small. Not all of the writing made it into
the world (probably for the better), but
it was a productive period, something
like a year of intensive, craft-building
practice. The year culminated with a
one-week residency in December at the
Villa Empain in Brussels, at the invitation of artist Asad Raza and Foundation
Boghussian. I planned to work on one
particular text: a fictionalized history of P!,
written from the perspective of its floor.
Even though I considered that residency a bit of a failure, in that I didn’t finish the text I set out for myself, I see now
in retrospect that it was very generative.
I’ve heard it said that a good residency
is an opportunity to test new things out,
a chance to fail. Perhaps the origins of
me thinking of myself as a “writer” in
a more serious sense start there: that
week, alone with myself in a blank room
in Belgium, trying to write.
I worked towards a modest routine.
Every morning I would wake up out of
my dreams and, without checking email
or consuming anything, I would write

blindly into a document for approximately an hour. I would try my best
not to edit. This process was a lesson
from my last sustained stint of writing
in 2014, while penning an academic
article on East German designer Klaus
Wittkugel. What came out the residency
this time was open, probing, sometimes
diaristic, perhaps overly self-conscious.
Occasionally I would nod off at the the
computer. Eventually I would get up,
make coffee and breakfast, perhaps write
a bit more, maybe nap; then shower and
begin to work on other pressing projects.
By afternoon, I’d be back on New York
City time and responding to client and
studio emails. I would try to see one
person in the evening for dinner or drink,
and then return home to sleep early and
begin the next day again.
The week was not a success from
the standpoint of producing usable writing. But I promised myself to judge neither my writing nor process harshly. The
minor discipline of the days gave me a
bit of confidence. So, despite the week’s
potential failures, I reproduce here an
excerpt, my final attempt, raw, unedited,
of how I tried to tell the story of a space
from the perspective of its floor:

The things I’ve seen. No one else would know them. Maybe the walls, but even they, they care less about the things I do.
When this house was first built, I was installed, sturdy and wooden, into the ground. They leveled me out and made
sure I was solid. And for my first years, as a shopfront, I stayed silent and watched. People would scurry across me, vermin
as well, and all was the same. I slumbered, snored sometimes, felt my early years as a time of quiet.
Eventually the office came and it was different. Less people, but more hectic. People shouted from office to office.
People on the phone. Chairs rolled around on me, creased my skin, wore me down. I tingled sometime from the cold of
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the winter and the heat of the summer, there were seasons and I watched them shift.
And now this, something new but not so different. A gallery. Yet mainly the difference is the people, their color, their
language. Also how long they spend here. And that it’s public. No longer an office, no longer for people working, now
it’s for people looking. Looking is the new work. Everyone does it. Even me.
How do I see things? I have no eyes, I have only a membrane that is my entire surface. Do I have a depth, or am I just a
surface? Where do I end, where do I begin?
Now that they’re nearly gone, I can consider more deeply what it was they did, to me and the rest of the space.
Colleagues of mine tell me it’s unusual for them to change so much. That usually someone moves in, if it’s a gallery
then they pour a concrete floor, and, voila!, that’s it and how it will ever be.
Not here, though. In this case, they seemed to treat what was below as a crucial part of the whole. Why. Who knows,
maybe a kind of perversity.
As I’ve said, first I was covered in red, then parts of me in green. Then matte black, then gray. And then covered in cork.
I remember the night that everyone came to celebrate the cork. It was wet out, they arrived, bringing water and snow
on their shoes. Of course it filled up, put down a layer of sodden mess. I felt it penetrate, felt it ooze into my seams, start
to unloose everything. The first effect was a pop, and then the computer there, sitting on a desk, hissed and let out smoke
and shut itself down. An ominous sign. Eventually the water dried, the sockets worked again, and the show continued. But
it was a strange way to start.
That cork stayed for longer than even I expected. It was routed into, the tip bit into my skin, which by then felt less
like a jacket and more like a hirsute layer. And in that final moment, the one on the floor, he came and cut out a piece of
my hair, cut through the cork and bit into my real skin just a little bit, to take out a section and take it with him. And after
that, the whole cork was stripped away, leaving me naked again. Which is how I am now.
I know that I’ll be stripped back even more, trimmed to fit soon. They tell me that they will take off the vinyl tiles,
store them away, so that they bring them somewhere else. For an exhibition. What does that mean. I don’t know yet,
will it feel like me, somewhere else. Or will it just feel like I am reborn again, when some other they comes to pour
concrete over me and smooth me out.
An imagined scene in Ghent, one
morning. Liberties taken with facts and
timing, etc. Written very quickly.
Wake up. Get out of bed. Run a comb across my head.
Just kidding. Start with a cliche, I always say. Gets
people to slam the cover closed.
Truth is, there’s no single pattern. I don’t always
wake up first. Sometimes the order’s a bit different.
Who would’ve thought.
It’s not a big context, Ghent. But it’s also not small.
There are enough unexpected variables to keep you occupied. So every day unfolds on its own.
Take last Thursday. Karel’s show opening the next day
at the Design Museum. The works shipped from Munich.
And Karel coming.
Then the clock breaks, it stops working. What do you
do then? Try to repair it? Or let it stay broken?
I’ve been known to say, an artwork is always changing. Right in front of your eyes. Consider a stained glass
window: the glass is flowing like a liquid, just over a long
timeframe.
For Brahma, the Hindu god of creation, the entire
I wonder if I’ll actually show 019 or anyone else this writing, these fragments.
Will I have a proper editor there? Do I
even want one?
I used to be so insecure about my
writing, I would only ever submit a text
for publication once it was extremely
polished. For example: although my
2014 text about Klaus Wittkugel for
The Exhibitionist underwent extensive
revisions with a meticulous editor, Julian
Szupinska-Myers, what I sent him as a
first draft was as tightly put-together as
my then-self could manage. Or my essay
for the Art Institute of Chicago’s As Seen
catalogue: also submitted in a quite
coherent and well-edited form. They told
me it was so clean that the only changes
needed were in the punctuation.
Truth be told, this comes from a
place of fear and worry. I don’t want
people to see the things in me that are
incoherent, unfinished, uncertain. I am
already so unsure about my position
and status as a creative person, let alone
a writer, that I don’t want to let them in
on that at all.

duration of the universe is a single day of his life. So he
would see the colored pigments of the window suspended
in a moving surface. It just depends on your reference.
So what does it matter that the clock is broken? This
exhibition is only up for three weeks. It’s a blip.
What does matter though is the people. And their
friendships. Even 80, 90, 100 years is a blip. But at least an
elongated Blip, rounded on the sides but extended. That’s a
timeframe where things start to be more important.
So the short term exists not for the long-term, but it’s
part of it. And it makes it even possible.
Now that I’m about to have a child, maybe timeframes
change again. It starts to be about days, then weeks,
months, decades. When is your child going to go to college?
And how hot will the winters be by then?
Let’s see what happens. I’m optimistic. We’ve made
it this far, and the plan was light-weight. Who’s to say it
won’t continue?

I still remember reading first drafts
by staff writers when I freelanced at
the New York Times Magazine in 2003.
These were real drafts, fragments of
gobblygook that would need heavy,
heavy revision to ever be publishable.
At the time, I was mortified: was this
how professional writers worked?
How lazy! Now, in retrospect, it starts
to make more sense. Perhaps as staff
writers, they already had the confidence
to know that they could produce something polished (and also the support
from editors and copy editors along
the way). So instead of focusing on the
details, they could explore top-level
questions of research, investigative
work, structure, and other concepts.
And worry about the details later,
when it’s time to worry.
Maybe this is already present in the
mode of K,, the space I recently opened
in Berlin after P!: to have enough confidence in its own track-record to let others see how it develops. To believe that
people will understand and appreciate it,

even in its awkward, ungainly phases,
or perhaps not to care.
I suppose that’s the mode of this
text as well. What if it’s not quite
finished, not quite as spick-and-span
as usual? What if I let others into the
development of the piece, its writing
and editing, before I decide to apply
my standard level of finish? What more
would / could come out of the writing,
not only as a product, but as a process?
We all know by now the story of
Raymond Carver’s editor whats-hisname, who chopped down Carver’s
sentences to create the style we now
know. The editor’s role, invisible for so
many years (like that of the designer,
the curator?), is what creates the inimitable voice of the author and its value.
That being said, I’ve never read
Carver.
In P!DF, my auto-monograph and
speculative memoir, I begin the section
on P! so:
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Once upon a time, long, long ago, in a city
somewhere, far, far away, there existed a little
gallery called P!.18

18. People often asked me what ‘P!’ stood for.
My standard answer was: ‘In mathematical
terminology, P! (or P factorial ) represents the
multiplication of all of the positive integers less

than or equal to P. For example, 5! = 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 ×
1. As such, P! represents the multiplication of all
the things that came before it.’ People have
speculated that these preceding pieces refer to

As suggested by my fairy-tale framing, P! was a bit of a fiction. Albeit one,
perhaps like those para-fictions that
Carrie Lambert-Beatty writes about, that
starts in the real world, then moves into
literature, and then perhaps back into
the real world, influencing both along
the way.
I always thought about P! as a
sequence, like in a musical piece. It was

the first letter of Project Projects (the graphic
design studio I co-founded in 2004), Paper
Monument (the art journal that I help edit), or
other pre-existing proper names.

built along principles of contrast, and its
program had a form that could become
legible to those who looked closely
enough.
But its role as a fiction was made
apparent to me by someone else,
through their blunt critique and lack
of appreciation. In April 2015, I had
recently changed the name of P! to “K.”
for a fast-paced, six-month cycle of

I.
K: a powerful, punchy character. It evokes Kafka, the KLF,
King Kong, Kabbalah, Ketamine—as well as “kainotophobia,”
the fear of change.
It seems we're hard wired to think that the sun will rise
tomorrow just because it did today. But quoting Heraklitus,
the pre-Socratic philosopher: “You cannot step twice in
the same river, for it’s not the same river and you are not
the same person”—a statement that evokes a world in flux
and mirrors Buddhist notions of the continuously transforming “self” sans fixed essence.
Both design and curating are obsessed with “programs”:
the legible ordering of things over time. What if change
itself were pursued as a program?
II.
K. [K-period] is the name of a gallery on Broome Street,
which used to be called P! [P-exclamation]. P! was “a multidisciplinary exhibition space in Chinatown” experimenting
with contemporary and historical questions of display.
K. occupies the same storefront, yet dubs itself “a new
gallery on the Lower East Side.” It focuses on economic
systems and their construction.
K. has a fixed lifespan: it began in March and expires
in August. In this brief moment, it stages a year’s program
of solo and duo exhibitions, performing the accelerated
Bildungsroman of a New York gallery. Part of its proposition is ideological: how can such a space function critically from within the market? Part of it is iterative: what
happens when ideas must emerge with speed? Part of it
is deeply personal: how can risk take one outside of the
comfortable and known?
The current exhibition is “North Pole Futures” by
Wong Kit Yi. For her, fluctuation and the transparent inadequacies of systems are themselves artistic material. At the
center of the show is a mathematical formula for the valuation of future works, which she will create in the Arctic
Circle on commission. It’s an ephemeral set of artworks
priced according to an uncertain future. In these times
of speculation and collapse, enumerated variables may
appear as relatively stable ground upon which to stand.

shows. Invited to read for three-minutes
at an event celebrating the launch of
curator Jens Hoffmann’s book, A–Z of
Curating, I decided on a short performance. Here’s a copy of the text for the
letter “K” that I declaimed rapidly,
only a couple of hours after having
emerged from a transatlantic flight:

III.
K. is for Karaoke
[Performed]
NEW YORK MINUTE (Don Henley)
2:22
Lying here in the darkness
I hear the sirens wail
Somebody going to emergency
Somebody's going to jail
If you find somebody to love in this world
You better hang on tooth and nail
The wolf is always at the door
In a New York minute
Everything can change
In a New York minute
Things can get a little strange
In a New York minute
Everything can change
In a New York minute
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During the karaoke bit (which I
performed to music), I dramatically
pulled my blazer off and threw it into
the crowd. Perhaps seventy or eighty
people saw it. There exists a video of it
by a friend on my computer and probably that’s all.
Now, its afterlife is perhaps more
interesting to me. Later that week at
a museum opening, I ran into one of
the event participants, a well-known
academic historian of 1960s and 70s
alternative spaces in New York. She
expressed how much she enjoyed my
performance, and how she appreciated
my speculative “fiction” about a fastpaced gallery on the Lower East Side.
I had to explain that, in truth, the
short-lived gallery I described actually
existed and that it was my gallery. I had
renamed my gallery from one letter
with punctuation to another letter with
punctuation for six months to run an
accelerated series of two-week shows
playing with economic structures.
She appeared extremely disappointed, even shocked. So it was all
just an advertisment for your own gallery? she asked. She had expected that
people were presenting three-minute
pieces of substance, not simply selling
themselves. She walked away from the
conversation somewhat rudely.
She was right. It was a pitch,
an advertisement. But also a fiction.
A construction of a space, a space
and its program as a story that lives
on beyond its time—not necessarily
because of what it was, but rather
because of what it might be able to be
remembered as.
I later had assistance in finding a
way to express this both more succinctly and with more complexity. While
speaking on a panel with Chris Sharp,
the curator-critic co-founder of Lulu, an
independent art space in Mexico City
that I admire, Chris called Lulu’s program of exhibitions a “novel.” I thought
this was a great description, and took it
to heart. Since I was a child, I’ve always
wanted to be a writer, so why couldn’t
an exhibition space be my novel, my
own form of fiction?
The closest I’ve come to a novel, thus
far, is P!DF: the interactive book that I
have been composing from November
2016 until today.
P!DF didn’t start as a book and
wasn’t originally intended to be published. It began as a semi-straightforward form of self-presentation: an
application for an experimental German
design prize. A portfolio, a pitch.
Several weeks before my 39th
birthday, I was nominated for the prize.
Running through options for what to
send them, I realized that it would be
hard to encapsulate my hybrid practice
(between design, curating, researching, writing, teaching, and more) with
a FedExed box of printed materials.
So instead, I thought I might work in a
mode that I’ve grown to know well over
the past 15-odd years: presenting past
work to clients and students in a PDF
presentation. Working for efficiency,
I created a Keynote document that
could explain my work to the jury from

afar. It was structured like a portfolio,
but with a running narrative text and a
streak of self-reflexivity, as well as footnotes and comments. Speaking in the
second person, it addressed the reader
directly: a letter to an assumed public.
The first several weeks of work
were a feverish blur. I continued my
usual design work in the studio, but
every night I’d head home to work all
hours, writing and editing the document. I slept less and less, and felt
more and more euphoric about the
shape things were taking. From the
start, I shared the document with
those close to me—my partner Emily
Smith, for example, who helped me
think about how to approach the
presentation and selection of projects.
Or my mother, who commented that
she finally understood what I do as a
designer and curator. Or artist Martin
Beck, who encouraged me, over
Mexican food and beers, to continue
with the more abstract and open-ended
aspects of the writing. So I edited
and revised it continuously until the
submission was due, a week before my
birthday. That night, I sent a PDF off to
Germany; the next day, out of extreme
exhaustion and elation, I pursued one
of the most wantonly Bacchanalean
and self-destructive evenings since my
youth—one with negative repercussions and followed by regret, but that
still marked a moment.
A week later, Donald Trump was
elected as the next President of the
United States of America. In the wake
of this unimaginable historical moment,
the presentation began to shift and
morph. While its first version was
mostly descriptive, a portfolio, the next
version began to consider what design
and curating’s role could be in times of
political trouble, and how the document
itself could demonstrate ideas and help
to teach others.
The presentation, by now called
“Letter to the Jury,” continued to change,
almost of its own volition. I would edit
it obsessively, working on its structure,
design, writing, and images in tandem.
At De Appel in Amsterdam, I turned it
into a performance in which I clicked
through each of its slides silently, reading only its footnotes aloud. After that
presentation, designer Karel Martens
gave me solid critique: it was a good way
to present my work, but that it was too
“slick” and too obvious. Look again The
Medium is the Massage, he suggested.
How associative its texts and images are
in their relationships. A useful prompt.
So it began to develop further, growing in visual and structural complexity.
Multiple typographies emerged to
differentiate each section, an obsessive
micro-level of captioning blossomed,
and the document took on more interactivity. Modeled on “Choose Your Own
Adventure” books, books for young
adults in which the reader can control
the narrative flow by choosing specific
paths, the presentation expanded to
include multiple pathways and internal
hyperlinks.
Over the past fifteen years, I’ve been
invited to speak at many art schools and
universities about my work as a designer

and curator. Typically, I create a new
lecture for every such talk. This appeals
both to my sense of context-specificity—even as basic as focusing on design
work for design students, curating for
curatorial students, and such—as well as
to a desire to continuously reflect upon
the work I’ve done to date anew through
such presentations. Yet the flawed
economy of spending days working on a
single, poorly-compensated talk always
frustrated me. I started to realize that
this “Letter” could be a partial answer
to the problem: a way to allow the work
of writing talks to be cumulative rather
than successive, while also helping me to
define myself.
So over the next nine months,
whenever asked to present my work
in an educational context, I would say
yes, and use it as an opportunity to
premiere and workshop a new version
of the PDF. I would arrive at a lecture
with an update to the “Letter”—often
completed minutes beforehand on a
train or in a taxi cab. Except for that
initial appearance at De Appel, I never
again read from it; instead, I would
invert the structure of these events to
focus on the participants. Often this
involved giving them a link to download the PDF document, grouping them
into working pairs, and asking them
to spend 45 minutes (the length of a
typical visiting artist talk or screening)
together to read and critique the document. I would ask participants to write
down their questions, and then would
leave for a coffee. Upon my return,
the Q&A often started with confusion
about the unexpected lecture format,
but then expanded into discussions of
the relationship of design and curating,
questions of structure and typography,
organizational and presentational strategies, methods of publishing, details of
particular projects, and whatever was
on the mind of those specific students.
The open-ended format allowed them
to drive the conversation (rather than
me pre-selecting projects or a specific
focus for them), and also seemed more
productive than a frontal monologue. In
any case, their questions were far more
considered: since I had explicitly asked
them for critique, they seemed more
apt to point out failings or concerns
directly, rather reproducing the situation
in which a presenter’s charisma makes
attendees feel insecure about challenging them. These workshops became
little experiments in public.
For the first half of 2017, this
continued with students in art, design,
and curating programs at the undergraduate and graduate level. And still
the document was altering itself, every
week or two, whenever these talks
arrived. The next shift arrived with the
closing of P! in May 2017.
That Saturday, after our final public
program, I visited the graduating MFA
graphic design show at Yale with curator and historian Robert Wiesenberger.
This developed into a late night
conversation on the train back to New
York about overlaps in design and art
education. The next day, P! had its final
Sunday, with friends and colleagues
coming by the space spontaneously—
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bearing gifts of alcohol, art, and
more—to say goodbye. As on other
nights, we ordered pizza or dumplings
(or maybe both), drank whatever alcohol we had left, and headed to a bar
(Beverly’s) to finish up the night with
a drink. While talking with Jonathan
Bruce Williams, a young artist whose
work I admire and had shown before,
about his personal and professional
life, I realized (perhaps with several
drinks under my belt) that I did not
want to be involved only in producing
exhibitions or programs, as in a gallery
or museum. As I began to formulate
for myself, I wanted to be involved in
producing people.
And so, over the next weeks and
months, the document began another
substantial detour, growing to encompass an entirely new narrative strand,
written in collaboration with my nowwife, designer and professor Emily
Smith. It’s composed in her voice,
projected years into the future, about
our experiments with interdisciplinary
pedagogy over during the late 2000s
and 2010s. This “red thread” culminates with a manifesto for a school
that we “started” in April 2019. So the
PDF is the ultimate Choose Your Own
Adventure: a document that envisions
and lays the groundwork for a specific,
speculative future.
The presentation only became
P!DF a bit later, following the advice of
David Reinfurt of O-R-G. He decided
to publish this ever-changing document properly, giving it a home and a
distribution mechanism apart from my
informal ones. He also proposed the
name “P!DF”, which seemed entirely
appropriate. And so, in its current
iteration, as an ever-evolving e-book,
it encapsulates the story of a space, as
well as the history of a practice in the
midst of its own formation.
As of the time of this writing, a final section of P!DF was added for version 3.0,
released on 10 March 2018. It’s a kind
of “Koda” covering my current context
and preoccupation: a one-year residency and fellowship from KW Institute
for Contemporary Art, which has made
it possible for me to relocate to Berlin
and take time for reflection.
In February, I opened K, [K-Komma],
a space in Berlin-Schöneberg that dubs
itself a “workshop for exhibition-making.” It’s been in the planning for several
years and conceives of itself as a single
year-long exhibition that changes over
time. After I first spoke with 019, I realized that this structure bears much in
common with the “Museum of Moving
Practice,” which was one of the primary
reasons why I thought it’d be interesting
to contribute a text in this context.
Rather than focusing simply on
presentation, K, is about production and
perhaps even play: a space between
“studio and cube” that can constantly
change and adapt and move, without
worrying too much about what people
think of it. Open to the public only for
certain slivers of time, it both creates a
private space for developing ideas, as
well as a public space for collaboration.
This means that I invite artists, designers,

curators, and others into the space to
think with me about projects, which
then manifest themselves visibly, in one
form or another. But there’s no necessity that these activities assume a specific form, such as a six-week exhibition
or similar. They can emerge and take
shape over time.
Balancing this amorphous self-definition, K, is a space that also believes in
constraints. One such system: everyone who is part of the 2018 program
must have a name (or pseudonym)
that starts with the letter “K.” Hence,
the year started with a presentation of
East German graphic designer Klaus
Wittkugel, whom I’ve been researching for a decade (and who happens
to share initials with KW, who are
supporting the project), coupled with
a conversation with design historian
Jeremy ‘Kai’ Aynsley (who took on his
nephew’s name as a pseodonym), continuing with collaborations with Emily
King, Christopher Kulendran Thomas,
Annika Kuhlmann, Na Kim, Konrad
Renner & Christoph Knoth (together
with their students from the Klasse
Digitale Grafik), and so on. This arbitrary approach gives us a formal frame,
a specific space, in which to operate, as
well as the freedom to move outside of
our typical comfort zones.
Another related, yet not entirely
anticipated aspect of the project: I’ve
started to write alliterative texts for
K, in both German and English. It’s a
form that I had played with in the past,
but never quite trusted for its absurdist tack. But for now I’ve embraced it
entirely, trying to work minor language
games into every ephemeral event text.
Many of these are probably lost on the
audience, but some are more obvious.
Here’s one such fragment, from the end
of KW’s “official” brochure on the project. I reproduce it in English (though I
actually prefer the German version for
its snappy K’s):
From this cold-weather kickoff
with the classic communism
of Klaus Wittkugel, K, careens
forward on a seemingly-chaotic

yet calmly-calibrated course. Over
the calendar year, the space compounds collaborators, commingling
their individual conceptions of exhibition-making. Rather than crystallizing completely from the start, this
cast catalyzes a cycle of crescendoing experimentation with contrasting formats and approaches.
Comprising both calculated and
casual additions, subtractions,
and multiplications—of artworks,
objects, ideas, and displays—the
presentation accumulates. And so
K, constructs itself, one kommadelimited character at a time.
Who knows what will happen with
this year of K,. It’s already challenged
me and tweaked my thinking: I had been
so focused on finished products for the
past fifteen years, that I had nearly forgotten what it means to put something
unfinished, uncertain, into the world.
I’m starting to suspect that to do so—as
019 also embody in their project —is
a genuine mixture of selfishness and
generosity. On the one hand, you are
openly putting into public a thing made
primarily for yourself and that you’d like
to look at, but this very rawness (in just
the right quantity) might allow others
to enter in, in those fragile moments
before everything’s sanded down to a
smooth, supple, beautiful form. In this
way, an unfinished space—or a piece of
unfinished, in-progress writing—might
ideally act as a gift.
Which brings me back to the commission of this essay itself: a residency within a publication, a treasured
gift of paper-pulp column-inches and
airplane-bounded time-spans. A chance
to experiment with a text, to try to
compose in a different way. To capture
what I have tried to do with P!, and what
might link it to the important work that
019 continues to accomplish. To live
within words, as in spaces, rather than
dying in them.
P. Krishnamurthy
New York—Berlin, 21 February—
21 March 2018
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